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WV Line Card 
 

“To make electric power transmission, fiber, and distribution systems safer, more reliable, and more 

efficient. By applying our technical knowledge, experience, and relationships, we strive to improve the 

working experience for our customers and principals.” 

 

 
BMK Corporation 
Polecrete– pole setting foam. Pad mount stabilizer 

 Bone Safety Signs 
Roll –up safety signs & stands, aluminum composite (ACM) signs, cones, concrete sealers 
and repair products 

 

Cleaveland/Price, Inc. 
Substation switches and motor operators 7.2 to 500kV, transmission switches and 

automation controllers, distribution motor operators. Transmission and distribution 
sensors 

 Earth Contact Products (ECP Utility) 
Transmission & distribution anchors, power installed, square bar, bust and no wrench 

anchors, light pole foundations and concept measurement torque monitors 

 
Huskie Tools, Inc. 
Hydraulic, battery and manual compression cutting tools and compression dies 

 
Incab 
OPGW, ADSS, flat drop, fire rated, and other specialty fiber optic cables and control 

cables 

 Jennings Anodes 
Magnesium, zinc, and aluminum cathodic protection anodes 

 Meyer Steel Structures 
MEYER custom design & light duty transmission tubular steel poles, and round 
distribution poles. Pre-stressed static-cast and spun concrete structures. Lattice tower 

steel, tower poles, quick pier/helical foundations, and engineered substation structures  

 

Power Design, Inc. 
Fiberglass primary sectionalizing cabinets, fuse and switching enclosures, substation 

control buildings, primary metering cabinets, and battery enclosures 

 
Powerline Hardware 
Distribution hardware, hot line clamps, wedge clamps, automatic splices, HV steel pins, 

porcelain and silicone cut outs, ground rods, porcelain insulators, dead-end insulators, 
porcelain suspension insulators and spool insulators *Minority Owned  
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Sherman and Reilly, Inc. 
Overhead stringing and underground cable pulling equipment for transmission and 

distribution line construction. Rope, slings, and rope tension meters 

 

 

 

Wilson Iron Works, Inc. 
Custom metalwork, substation steel and aluminum fabrications. Steel transmission & 
distribution crossarms, arrester, cutout brackets, crossbraces and hardware. 

 
Youngstown Gloves 
Performance work gloves, liners, and rubber glove protectors 

 

http://www.sherman-reilly.com/
http://www.wilsonironworks.com/
http://www.ytgloves.com/
http://www.ytgloves.com/
http://www.wilsonironworks.com/
https://www.sherman-reilly.com/

